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	Designed in a concise, easy-to-read style for a wide variety of medical occupations, the Rehab Clinical Pocket Guide is the ideal, handy reference for rehabilitation professionals and other health providers.  Divided into four sections that cover inpatient care, clinical strategies, outpatient care, and additional diagnostics and therapeutics, this is the first book of its kind to contain all of the relevant clinical information needed on the rehabilitation unit, including topics such as medication dosing, consultant recommendations, specific rehabilitation goals and treatments, and even billing details for various diagnoses.  The Rehab Clinical Pocket Guide offers all the clinical material needed to properly treat patients and excel in the field of physical medicine and rehabilitation and will prove an indispensable resource for therapists, nutritionists, medical students, and physicians alike.
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Thought and Knowledge: An Introduction to Critical Thinking, 4th EditionPsychology Press, 2002

	This best-selling textbook, written by award-winning educator and past president of the APA, Diane Halpern, applies theory and research from the learning sciences to teach students the thinking skills they need to succeed in today's world. This new edition retains features from earlier editions that have helped its readers become better...
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Computational Linguistics and Intelligent Text Processing: 12th International Conference, CICLing 2011Springer, 2011

	CICLing 2011 was the 12th Annual Conference on Intelligent Text Processing and Computational Linguistics. The CICLing conferences provide a wide-scope forum for the discussion of the art and craft of natural language processing research as well as the best practices in its applications.


	This set of two books contains four invited...
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Data and Computer Communications: Networking and InternetworkingCRC Press, 2001
Hura and Singhal discuss all the complex issues involved in networking and provide an excellent resource for practitioners and instruction for students. They offer a comprehensive treatment …
 -CHOICE, October 2001, Vol. 39 No. 2

This book covers a vast area of communications technology in 1,140 pages. It is aimed at...
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Business Information Systems: 14th International Conference, BIS 2011, Pozna, PolandSpringer, 2011

	BIS 2011 held in Pozna´n, Poland, was the 14th in a series of international conferences
	on business information systems. The BIS conference series has been
	recognized by professionals from the very beginning as a forum for the exchange
	and dissemination of topical research in the development, implementation, application
	and...
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The Fractal Structure of Data Reference: Applications to the Memory HierarchySpringer, 2000
For purposes of understanding its performance, a computer system is traditionally viewed as a processor coupled to one or more disk storage devices, and driven by externally generated requests (typically called transactions). Over the past several decades, very powerful techniques have become available to the performance analyst attempting to...
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Design for Embedded Image Processing on FPGAsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Dr Donald Bailey starts with introductory material considering the problem of embedded image processing, and how some of the issues may be solved using parallel hardware solutions. Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are introduced as a technology that provides flexible, fine-grained hardware that can readily exploit parallelism within...
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